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This paper presents an adaptive group-based job scheduling method for
credibility-based sabotage-tolerance techniques in volunteer computing (VC)
systems. Credibility-based technique is a promising approach for reliable VC
systems since it guarantees computational correctness mathematically based
on the credibility of participants. Check-by-voting reduces the cost of check-
ing credibility in credibility-based technique. However, in some applications
where the deadline of the computation is relatively short, current job schedul-
ing methods do not work well for check-by-voting and significantly degrade
performance. To improve the performance of VCs, the proposed job schedul-
ing method adaptively groups participants based on the expected-credibility
to take into account the participants under job execution. Simulation of VCs
shows that the proposed method always outperforms current job scheduling
methods regardless of the values of unknown parameters such as population
and behavior of saboteurs.

1. Introduction

Volunteer computing (VC) is a type of Internet-based parallel computing
paradigm, which allows any participant on the Internet to contribute their idle
computing resources towards solving large parallel problems. The most popu-
lar example of VC is SETI@home 1),2), which is currently employing hundreds of
thousands of volunteer participants to search massive amounts of radio telescope
data for signs of extra-terrestrial intelligence. By making it easy for anyone on
the Internet to join a computation, VC makes it possible to build very large and
high performance global computing environments with a very low cost.

While there has been rapidly growing interest in VC, VC systems still have a
mandatory issue for reliable computing 3),4). Different from the grid computing
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system which shares managed reliable computers within or among organizations,
computing resources of a VC system are owned and managed by volunteer partic-
ipants. Those resources may behave erratically due to hardware/software failures
or virus infection, or may behave maliciously to falsify the computation, each of
which results in sabotage to the computation. It is reported in Ref. 3) that a
large fraction of participants in real VC (about 35%) actually returned at least
one incorrect result.

Against those sabotaging, some sabotage-tolerance methods are proposed and
used for reliable VCs. Simple voting is widely used in BOINC 5),6), the most pop-
ular VC middleware, to determine the final result through voting. Credibility-
based voting 7) is an advanced voting method which guarantees the computa-
tional correctness mathematically. Check-by-voting 8) is an efficient checking
technique to detect sabotaging and to check credibility without wasting com-
puting resources (e.g., CPU cycles of volunteer participants). Combined with
the above two methods, credibility-based voting with check-by-voting is known
to be a promising approach for high-performance and reliable VC in that the
computational correctness is guaranteed with little redundant computation.

However, the basic job scheduling methods for credibility-based voting used in
Refs. 7), 8) do not work well for check-by-voting. Especially, for VCs with severe
deadlines, those methods significantly degrade the performance of VC systems
due to the presence of “half-finished jobs”. The number of half-finished jobs has a
significant impact on performance because they do not increase the throughput
of VC systems, while wasting the computing resources. Moreover, such half-
finished jobs prevent check-by-voting from checking the credibility of participants
sufficiently. Since the deadline is given based on numerous factors such as the
availability of VC systems and the demand of computation projects, a novel job
scheduling method is necessary for credibility-based voting with check-by-voting
to support various VCs, especially those with severe deadlines.

The key idea of improving performance is reducing the number of such half-
finished jobs by using a grouping technique. The grouping technique decreases
the number of half-finished jobs by allocating a job to multiple workers in a
group at the same time. Although some adaptive grouping methods 9) have been
proposed for adaptive grouping, these methods are not applicable for credibility-
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based voting because they focus only on simple voting which can not change the
necessary number of results adaptively.

In this paper, we propose an adaptive group-based job scheduling method for
credibility-based voting with check-by-voting to improve the throughput of VC
systems. The main contributions of our work are the following. (1) We develop
a dynamic grouping method, which predicts the optimal group size based on the
expected-credibility and reduces the number of half-finished jobs. (2) We reveal
the performance of VC systems with several job scheduling methods including
the proposed method and m-first voting used in real VCs.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 shows the computational
model of VC systems and sabotage-tolerance mechanisms. Section 3 proposes
an expected-credibility-based grouping method. Section 4 compares the error
rates and throughputs of the existing and the proposed job scheduling methods.
Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper.

2. Volunteer Computing Systems

2.1 Computational Model
A well known work-pool-based master-worker model 6),7) is assumed as the com-

putation model of VC systems. This model is used in almost all practical VC
systems. Details of the model are described as follows.
• A VC system consists of a management node (master) and W different par-

ticipant nodes (workers).
• A computation to be executed in the VC system is divided into N indepen-

dent jobs.
• The computation proceeds in a series of time steps until either all N jobs are

finished or the time steps reach a predefined deadline TD.
• Before the computation (at time step t = 0), all jobs are placed in a work

pool of the master.
• The master gives a job to each idle worker in each time step.
• Each worker executes the allocated job and returns the result to the master.

During execution, no communication exists among workers because jobs are
mutually independent.

Figure 1 illustrates the master-worker model of VC systems. To produce a

Fig. 1 Computation model of VC systems.

sabotage model, a certain faulty fraction f of the W workers are assumed to be
saboteurs who might return incorrect results. Each saboteur attempts to return
an incorrect result with a constant probability s, which is known as the sabotage
rate 7). The values of f and s are unknown to the master.

The master manages the execution of a computation and allocates unfinished
jobs to idle workers. A computation finishes when the time step t reaches the
deadline TD or all N jobs are finished. Jobs that finish with incorrect results
are called incorrect jobs. At the end of the computation, an error rate ε can be
calculated as the ratio of incorrect jobs to all finished jobs.

Using no sabotage-tolerance mechanisms, the error rate increases in proportion
to the number of saboteurs. Assume that n jobs are finished at the end of the
computation and all workers function at the same speed. Then, error rate ε is
given by n × f × s/n = f × s. It is clear that ε is proportional to the number
of saboteurs and the sabotage rate s. Therefore, to reduce the error rate, some
sabotage-tolerance mechanism must be used.

2.2 Sabotage-tolerance Mechanisms
2.2.1 Basic Mechanisms
Two basic sabotage-tolerance mechanisms are simple voting and spot-checking.
2.2.1.1 Simple Voting
Each job is replicated and allocated to several workers so that a master can

collect several results and compare their values. The results collected for a job
are then classified into groups (called result groups) according to the value of the
results. The master decides which result group should be accepted as the final
result of the job through voting. Two common voting methods are majority and
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m-first votings.
• Majority voting: The result group which collects the largest number of results

is accepted as the final result.
• m-first voting: The result group which collects m matching (the same value)

results first is accepted as the final result.
Because of their simplicity, the simple voting methods are widely used in real VC
systems such as BOINC 5),6).

2.2.1.2 Spot-checking
To check whether a worker is a saboteur or not, a master sometimes assigns

a spotter job whose correct result is already known to the master. The master
can catch the worker as a saboteur if a worker returns an incorrect result for the
spotter job.

When the master catches a saboteur by spot-checking, the following two meth-
ods can be used:
• Backtracking: The master backtracks (invalidates) all results returned by the

saboteur because each might be an incorrect one.
• Blacklisting: The master puts the saboteur’s identification information (e.g.,

IP address) on a blacklist to prevent the saboteur from returning results or
getting any more jobs.

Backtracking and blacklisting can be used simultaneously for efficient sabotage-
tolerance. Note that if a saboteur distinguishes a spotter job from normal ones,
the saboteur may temporarily stop sabotaging and return the correct result to
avoid being caught by spot-checking. The accuracy of spot-checking (denoted by
c) represents the probability that a saboteur does not distinguish a spotter job 8).
Each saboteur is caught with probability s × c in each spot-checking.

2.2.2 Credibility-Based Mechanisms
The credibility-based mechanisms are proposed to overcome inefficient redun-

dant computation of the simple voting methods and provides a mathematical
guarantee for the upper bound of error rate.

2.2.2.1 Credibility-based Voting
Sarmenta 7) presents a new voting method using spot-checking, referred to as

“credibility-based voting” in this paper. In this method, each system element
such as worker, result, result group, and job is assigned a credibility value that

represents its correctness. The values of credibility are managed by the master
and the most recent values are stored in the master’s storage memory.

To check the credibility of workers, the master allocates a spotter job to a
worker with probability q, which is known as the spot-check rate. Thus, every
worker has a different credibility, which affects the credibility of the result and
the result groups. A job is finished when the credibility of any result group
reaches a threshold θ. Therefore, unlike the simple voting methods presented in
the previous subsection, the necessary number of results to finish a job is not
fixed and is generally smaller than that of simple voting.

Furthermore, this method can guarantee that the mathematical expectation of
the error rate is below an arbitrary acceptable error rate εacc by setting three
conditions 7),8): (1) threshold θ = 1 − εacc, (2) unknown parameter f satisfies
f ≤ fmax, and (3) unknown parameter c satisfies c ≥ cmin. The values of fmax

and cmin are known to the master.
2.2.2.2 Check-by-Voting
Although spot-checking is effective to detect sabotaging, spotter jobs are extra

jobs for the computation itself. Such extra jobs waste the resources of VC systems
(i.e., workers) and degrade performance. Check-by-voting enables the detection
of sabotaging and checks the credibility of workers without allocating such extra
jobs.

The idea of check-by-voting is to regard voting as spot-checking 8). When a job
is finished through voting, workers who return the majority (the accepted) results
are regarded as non-saboteurs who survive spot-checking, whereas workers who
return the minority result are regarded as saboteurs. In check-by-voting, a result
in the majority result group of the job is correct with a certain probability P .
The actual value of the probability P is unknown: however, in the case where
credibility-based voting is employed, the lower bound of P can be guaranteed
(θ ≤ P ).

In credibility-based voting with check-by-voting, the credibility of a worker is
given by Eq. (1) as the lower bound of the probability that the worker returns a
correct result 8).
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CW (w) =

⎧⎨
⎩

1 − fmax if k = 0,

1 − fmax

1 − fmax
× max

(
1

kexmin
, (1 − xmin)k

)
otherwise,

(1)

where k represents the total number of checking (spot-checking and check-by-
voting) the worker survives, e is Napier’s constant and xmin = min(cmin, 1−εacc).

Using check-by-voting, the performance of credibility-based voting can be im-
proved for two reasons. The first reason is that check-by-voting allows the master
to check workers without allocating spotter jobs. Since spotter jobs are extra jobs,
unallocation of spotter jobs leads to higher performance. The second reason is
that check-by-voting increases the number of checking workers. Since the results
returned from non-saboteurs tend to be the majority, those workers can gain
higher credibility, resulting in a reduction of redundant job executions. There-
fore, credibility-based voting with check-by-voting is a promising approach to
high-performance and reliable VC systems.

3. Expected-Credibility-Based Grouping

3.1 Job Scheduling Problem
Generally, the number of jobs N is extremely-numerous since VC is used for

massive scientific projects such as SETI@home 1),2). For example, N in a pa-
rameter optimization project may reach 2x, i.e., all possible combinations of x

parameters. Although VC system is high-performance, it cannot always compute
all of such jobs. Thus, VC systems compute a part of N jobs during a given pe-
riod, e.g., several months or years. Throughput is important and often used as
the performance metric of VC systems 9). In the computation model described in
Section 2, the throughput, denoted by Ns, is given as the number of finished jobs
until the given deadline TD. The ideal value of Ns is max(TD×W,N) when all
workers execute jobs in each time step.

The throughput of VC systems is highly dependent on the order of execution of
jobs. Especially, in credibility-based voting, the necessary number of results for
each job depends on the credibility, which changes as the computation proceeds.
Hence, the total number of produced results for the computation also depends on
the order of execution of jobs. Thus, in credibility-based voting, job scheduling
method has a considerable impact on the performance of VC systems.

In sabotage-tolerant VC systems using credibility-based voting, job scheduling
problem is summarized as follows:

select a job that should be allocated to an idle worker prior to other jobs
for increasing throughput Ns to the greatest extent possible, while guar-
anteeing the computational correctness as ε ≤ εacc for any given εacc.

Basic job scheduling methods for credibility-based voting are random and
round-robin methods 7),8),10). The random method selects a job at random and
the round-robin method selects a job in a static order, e.g., the order of a job’s
ID assigned by the master. Although these job scheduling methods are simple,
those methods cause significant performance degradation when the deadline TD

is relatively small. The deadline TD is given based on numerous factors such as
the availability of VC systems and the demand of computation projects. For an
extreme example, the deadline may be within a day for simulation-based tomor-
row’s weather forecast. Therefore, for broad-ranging utilization of VC systems,
a novel job scheduling method for smaller deadline is necessary.

3.2 Expected-Credibility-Based Grouping
The main factor of performance degradation is the presence of “half-finished

job”. The half-finished job is a job which has some results but are not finished by
the end of the computation due to the insufficiency of the number of matching
results or the credibility. The amount of half-finished jobs has a significant impact
on the performance because such jobs do not increase Ns, while they waste
the computing resources (workers’ CPU cycles) of VC systems to produce their
results. Also, such half-finished jobs affect the performance of credibility-based
voting itself because the smaller number of finished jobs Ns leads the smaller
number of check-by-voting, which leads the smaller credibility of workers. As the
credibility of workers becomes smaller, each job requires much number of results
to be finished, resulting in the performance degradation.

The key idea of improving the performance is reducing the number of such
half-finished jobs and increasing Ns utilizing the computing resources would be
wasted for the half-finished jobs. Based on this idea, we propose a scheduling
method, referred as “expected-credibility-based grouping”. The proposed job
scheduling method is summarized as follows.

Firstly, we use the idea of well-known grouping technique of workers. In the
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grouping technique, the master divides idle workers into some groups, each of
which executes the same job. By allocating a job to multiple workers in a group
at the same time, the master can decrease the number of half-finished jobs.

The simplest grouping method is “simple grouping”, in which the master di-
vides all idle workers into groups of the same size. In the simple grouping, the
number of workers in a group (group size mg) is the same among all groups
and is a constant value. Since the optimal group size may change dynamically,
some adaptive grouping methods 9) are proposed for dynamic grouping of work-
ers. However, those grouping methods are available only for simple voting since
they assume that the number of necessary results to finish a job must be fixed
in advance. Thus, we propose an adaptive grouping method for credibility-based
voting.

Secondly, we use the expected-credibility 10) for an adaptive grouping of work-
ers. In credibility-based voting, a grouping method should consider the credibility
in addition to the number of workers since the number of results to finish a job
is not fixed and depends on the credibility. However, the credibility itself is in-
sufficient for scheduling metrics since the workers who are currently executing
jobs are not taken into consideration. Those workers will return their results,
which affect the credibility. Thus, we use the expected-credibility which gives an
expectation of the credibility considering the presence of those workers.

The expected-credibility of job j, denoted by ECJ(j), is defined as follows 10).
Suppose that job j has several results which can be grouped into g groups
(G1, . . . , Gg). Let Gx be the group which has a maximum credibility in the g

groups, where 1 ≤ x ≤ g. There exist d workers (w1, . . . , wd) who are executing
job j as shown in Fig. 2. Then, ECJ(j) is given as follows.

ECJ(j) = max
1≤a≤g

C
′
G(Ga), (2)

where

C
′
G(Ga) =

P
′
T (Ga)

∏
i�=a

P
′
F (Gi)

g∏
i=1

P
′
F (Gi) +

g∑
n=1

P
′
T (Gn)

∏
i�=n

P
′
F (Gi)

, (3)

Fig. 2 Expected-credibility ECJ .

P
′
T (Ga) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

∏
ra∈Ga

CW (Wra
) if a �= x,

∏
ra∈Ga

CW (Wra
) ×

d∏
i=1

CW (wi) if a = x,
(4)

P
′
F (Ga) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

∏
ra∈Ga

(1 − CW (Wra
)) if a �= x,

∏
ra∈Ga

(1 − CW (Wra
)) ×

d∏
i=1

(1 − CW (wi)) if a = x.
(5)

In those equations, P
′
T (Ga) defined by Eq. (4) represents the correctness of

result group Ga
10). Since the correctness of each result ra is CW (Wra

), P
′
T (Ga)

is given as the product of CW (Wra
) for all results in Ga. In the definition of

expected-credibility 10), all d workers w1, . . . , wd are assumed to return the same
results which belong to group Gx. Hence, if a = x, credibility of d workers are
also included in the product. This is the different point between the credibility
and expected-credibility. Similarly, P

′
F (Ga) defined by Eq. (5) represents the

incorrectness of Ga.
With the correctness and incorrectness of each result group, i.e., P

′
T (Ga) and
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1 Push i d l e workers in Q ;

2 //Q is a queue of workers who wait job allocation

3 I n i t i a l i z e S as the s e t o f a l l un f i n i shed jobs ;

4 //S is a set of candidate jobs for allocation

5
6 while ( Q i s not empty ) do

7 Pop worker w from Q ;

8 Al loca t e a spo t t e r job to w with ra t e q ;

9 while ( No job i s a l l o c a t ed to w ) then

10 Se l e c t job j which has a maximum ECJ in S ;

11 i f (ECJ (j) ≥ θ ) then

12 S = S − {j} ;

13 //eliminate j from candidate set S

14 else

15 Al loca t e job j to w ;

16 //add w to the group of workers who are executing j

17 Update ECJ (j) ;

18 end i f

19 end while

20 end while

Fig. 3 Expected-credibility-based grouping.

P
′
F (Ga), C

′
G(Ga) defined by Eq. (3) represents the relative correctness of a result

group; that is, the correctness of Ga under the all possible cases. For g result
groups, there are g + 1 possible cases; either all g groups are incorrect or one of
g result groups, i.e., Gn, is correct and all others are incorrect for n = 1, . . . , g

(g cases). In Eq. (3), first term of the denominator represents the former and the
second term represents the latter. Similarly, the numerator represents the case
where Ga is correct and all others are incorrect.

ECJ(j) predicts the credibility of job j supposing the best-case where all d

workers return their results for a result group currently having a maximum cred-
ibility.

3.3 Job Scheduling Algorithm
Using the grouping technique and the metric ECJ , we propose expected-

credibility-based grouping method for credibility-based voting with check-by-
voting. Figure 3 shows the algorithm of the proposed method.

First, all idle workers are stored in a worker queue Q (lines 1–2 in Fig. 3). Let S

be the set of candidate jobs waiting for allocation. At the start of job scheduling,
the master initializes S as the set of jobs which are unfinished at that time (lines

Fig. 4 An example of job scheduling.

3–4). As long as the worker queue is not empty, the master extracts a worker
from the queue and allocates a job to the worker (lines 6–20). When a worker w

is extracted from the queue (line 7), by spot-checking, a spotter job is allocated
to w with spot-check rate q (line 8). If spotter job is not allocated, one unfinished
job is allocated to w (lines 9–19). The master selects job j, which has a maximum
ECJ in the set of candidate jobs S (line 10). Note that if ECJ (j) exceeds θ, j

will be finished with results from d workers who are currently executing j. Then,
the master eliminates j from S to avoid excess executions of j (lines 11–13). On
the other hand, if ECJ(j) does not exceed θ, j requires more results and workers
in addition to current group of d workers. Then, the master adds w to the group
by allocating j to w (lines 15–16). Once j is allocated to w, then ECJ(j) is
updated immediately to reflect the allocation of j in the subsequent scheduling
(line 17).

Using this scheduling method, a job is allocated to multiple workers in a group
and executed simultaneously. Compared to the job scheduling method with no
grouping such as the round-robin method 7), this scheduling policy enables to
decrease the number of half-finished jobs by the grouping. Also, compared to the
simple grouping method, this scheduling policy enables to increase Ns because
the group size is adaptively decided based on ECJ .

Figure 4 shows the differences of job scheduling and the throughput Ns among
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several job scheduling methods. Suppose that there are several unfinished jobs
A,B, . . . and 5 idle workers (w1, . . . , w5). Each of the workers has different credi-
bility depending on the number of spot-checking and check-by-voting the worker
survives. In this case, w3 has the largest credibility which is large enough to
finish a job, that is, CW (w3) ≥ θ. In no grouping method (the left case in Fig. 4),
the master allocates each job to workers one-by-one; then, 5 jobs, A, B, C, D and
E are allocated to each worker. After the results of those jobs are returned, job
C is finished because the credibility of C reaches θ, while other 4 jobs are not fin-
ished at this time. If the deadline is too short to reallocate these unfinished jobs
to workers, those jobs becomes half-finished ones at the end of the computation
and throughput Ns = 1 for job C. This is why the job scheduling methods with-
out groping cause significant performance degradation when the deadline TD is
relatively small.

The grouping method such as simple grouping (the middle case in Fig. 4) can
decrease the number of half-finished jobs by allocating the same job to multiple
workers. In this case, workers w1 and w2 are grouped to execute job A; then
job A will be finished when those workers return their results and the credibility
of job A reaches θ. However, this method may cause performance degradation
due to excess job allocations. This example shows that the result from w4 is
unnecessary to finish job B, since the credibility of job B can reach θ without the
result. The simple grouping method and other existing grouping methods 9) can
not avoid such job allocations since they assume that the number of necessary
results to finish a job must be fixed, while it changes depends on the credibility
in credibility-based voting.

The proposed method works well to avoid such excess job allocations based on
ECJ . In this case (the right case in Fig. 4), instead of job B which will be excess,
another job C is allocated to w4. The master groups w1 and w2 for job A as the
simple grouping does since the master can make a decision based on ECJ that job
A will not be finished with the result from w1. Thus, compared to no grouping
and simple grouping methods, the proposed method can improve the number of
jobs finished during the same period. Also, the proposed method can improve
the efficiency of credibility-based voting by the effect of increased number of
check-by-voting. In this example, jobs A, B and C are finished after the workers

return their results. Then, at this time, the master utilizes these results as 3
check-by-votings and increases the credibility of workers. The larger credibility
of workers enables the smaller number of results to finish jobs in credibility-based
voting. Therefore, for all jobs executed in subsequent time periods, the number
of necessary results becomes smaller, resulting in larger Ns.

In addition to the advantage in performance discussed above, the proposed
method is also capable of tolerating saboteurs’ malicious behavior. In VCs where
saboteurs intentionally behave, some saboteurs may return incorrect results with-
out executing jobs. Such saboteur can produce many incorrect results by getting
more jobs than non-saboteurs who execute jobs for correct results. This type
of sabotaging strongly influences the error rate of voting method. Against such
malicious behavior, spot-checking is known to work well. In spot-checking, a
saboteur who gets more jobs tends to be caught more easily because the sabo-
teur gets more spotter jobs. The proposed method contains the mechanism of
spot-checking (line 8 in Fig. 3) and thus it can also work well for such mali-
cious behavior. Even though saboteurs return many incorrect results without
execution, the proposed method can catch such saboteurs with the mechanism
of spot-checking and eliminate the returned incorrect results by backtracking.
Once a saboteur is caught, blacklisting can prevent the saboteur from joining the
system again. Therefore, saboteurs cannot continue such malicious behavior in
the proposed method.

3.4 Scheduling Cost
In the proposed method, the master must manage and update values of ECJ

in addition to the values of credibility in credibility-based voting. Thus, the
proposed method requires the master to cost some additional space to store
the values of ECJ and time to calculate ECJ . The space complexity of the
proposed method is O(N), where N is the number of jobs, because the master
keeps only the latest value of ECJ for each job. The time complexity of the
proposed method is complicated to derive analytically because the definition of
ECJ includes many unknown parameters such as the number of results in each
result group. However, the actual time to calculate ECJ for a job is not so large
(e.g., magnitude of microseconds) since it consists of simple arithmetic operations
shown in Eqs. (2)–(5). Therefore, the time to update ECJ is sufficiently-small
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and negligible compared to the time to execute one job (e.g., several hours).

4. Performance Evaluation

4.1 Simulation Conditions
In this section, we evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed job scheduling

method through the simulation of VCs. The throughput Ns and error rate ε are
evaluated as the average of 1,000 simulation results for five different methods:
the proposed method, no grouping, simple grouping, m-first voting and spot-
checking. The relation among those methods are summarized as follows.
• Credibility-based voting with check-by-voting

– No grouping:
The master uses the round-robin method 7) and allocates each job to one
worker.

– Simple grouping:
The master uses the simple grouping method and allocates a job to mg

workers at the same time.
• Traditional sabotage-tolerance methods

– 2-first voting:
The master allocates a job to mg workers at the same time. Since the
simple voting methods require at least 2 results for a job, 2-first voting
is the fastest method.

– Spot-checking:
Spotter jobs are allocated with rate q and a job is finished with one result
(no redundant computation).

The parameters used in our simulation are shown in Table 1. Because some
parameters are unknown to the master and are uncontrollable, such as s and f ,
we use variant values for such parameters to simulate various cases of VCs. The
upper limit of f , i.e., fmax, is set to 0.35 reflecting the result of an experiment
in a real VC environment 3). To compare the best case of spot-checking method
and the proposed method, we assume that spotter jobs are never distinguished
(c = 1) and q = 0 for the proposed method.

Also, we make existing assumptions 7),8),10),11) for fair evaluations between dif-
ferent methods. First, all workers have the same processing speed. Therefore,

Table 1 Simulation parameters.

the number of jobs (N) 10,000
the number of workers (W ) 100

faulty fraction (f) 0 ∼ fmax

upper limit of f (fmax) 0.35
checking accuracy (c) 1
lower limit of c (cmin) 1

acceptable error rate (εacc) 0.01, 0.05
sabotage rate (s) 0 ∼ 1
defection rate (pd) 0 ∼ 0.8

deadline (TD) 100 ∼ 200
group size (mg) 2

jobs are distributed equally among the workers and a job is executed in one time
step. Second, we assume “random attack with probability s” as sabotaging of
saboteurs. In this attack model, the value of an incorrect result is set as a ran-
dom value and never matches each other. Third, we assume workers’ defection
to model real workers’ unexpected behavior; that is, workers join and leave the
system freely in real VCs. We assume that a worker leaves the system with
probability pdown, which is called the defection rate, and that a worker rejoins
the system with probability pup in every time step. The value of pup is set cor-
responding to pdown so that 80% of workers are participating in the system, on
average. For instance, when pdown = 0.1, pup is set to 0.4. A job allocated to a
worker is discarded when the worker leaves the system.

4.2 Simulation Results
4.2.1 Performance for Sabotage Rate s When εacc = 0.05
Figure 5 (a) shows error rate ε as a function of sabotage rate s for εacc = 0.05.

This figure clearly shows that error rate of each method is less than the required
value εacc = 0.05 for any s; that is, the reliability condition ε ≤ εacc is guaranteed.
Error rate of 2-first voting is zero since incorrect results never matches each other
and only correct results will be accepted through voting. Error rates of other
methods increase at first at certain values of s (around 0.05 ∼ 0.2) since saboteurs
with larger s increase the number of incorrect results. However, when s is larger
than such values, error rate decreases with s. This is true because saboteurs
with larger s will be caught with larger probability by checking techniques such
as spot-checking and check-by-voting. Saboteurs with too large s will be caught
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(a) Error-rate ε (b) Throughput Ns

Fig. 5 Error-rate ε and throughput Ns vs. sabotage rate s for εacc = 0.05, f = 0.35, pd = 0 and TD = 100.

until the end of the computation and all results produced by the saboteurs are
invalidated by backtracking. Thus, there is a maximum point of error rate for s

when checking techniques are used.
Figure 5 (b) shows the throughput Ns as a function of s. As s becomes larger,

the throughput of 2-first voting decreases linearly, in proportion to the number of
correct results which should be accepted. Note that, even if s = 0, the throughput
of 2-first voting is at most 5,000 (i.e., �TD × W/m�) since each job requires at
least m = 2 results to be finished. The throughput of the simple grouping is also
at most 5,000 since it allocates each of jobs to r = 2 workers at the same time.
This result indicates that the throughputs of m-first voting and simple grouping
with any mg are less than the half of the ideal value.

On the other hand, throughputs of other methods including the proposed
method exceed 5,000 as shown in Fig. 5 (b). This is true because some jobs
are finished with only one result in those methods. Especially, each of jobs in
spot-checking method finishes with only one result; hence, spot-checking meth-
ods show better performance than 2-first voting. No grouping method also shows
better performance since it utilizes the credibility-based voting which enables to
finish some jobs with only one result based on the credibility. Since the credi-
bility depends on the number of checking (spot-checking and check-by-voting),

executing many check-by-voting in the early stages of the computation leads
much better performance, as does in the proposed method. Thus, as shown in
this figure, the proposed method shows the best performance for any s.

4.2.2 Performance for Sabotage Rate s When εacc = 0.01
Figure 6 (a) shows the error rate ε as a function of sabotage rate s for εacc =

0.01. This figure clearly shows that the error rate of the credibility-based method
never exceeds εacc, while that of spot-checking method can exceed εacc. This is
true because some of saboteurs with smaller s survive spot-checking until the end
of the computation. In spot-checking method, all incorrect results produced by
such saboteurs are accepted without redundant computation, resulting in large
error rate. Using larger q decreases the number of such saboteurs and the error
rate. For example, at s = 0.05, the error rate of spot-checking method with
q = 0.2 is 0.008 (≤ εacc), while that with q = 0.1 is 0.012.

However, such larger q degrades the performance as shown in Fig. 6 (b). The
throughput of the spot-checking method with q = 0.2 is less than that with
q = 0.1. This is true because larger q decreases the number of normal jobs
executed in the computation. In each time step, W × q workers get spotter jobs
and W ×(1−q) workers get normal jobs on average; then the number of executed
jobs in spot-checking method is TD×W (1− q). The throughput is proportional
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(a) Error-rate ε (b) Throughput Ns

Fig. 6 Error-rate ε and throughput Ns vs. sabotage rate s for εacc = 0.01, f = 0.35, pd = 0 and TD = 100.

to the number of executed normal jobs (they are the same at s = 0). Thus, it is
clear that larger q decreases the throughput.

Figure 6 (b) also shows that the proposed method outperforms other methods,
except for the spot-checking method with q = 0.1. Note that, as mentioned
above, the spot-checking method with q = 0.1 does not guarantee the reliabil-
ity condition. Although larger q (e.g., q = 0.2) decreases the error rate, the
throughput of the spot-checking method with such large q is less than that of
the proposed method. This result indicates that the proposed method shows the
best performance among the methods which guarantee the reliability condition.

Compared to the case of εacc = 0.05, the throughput of no grouping method
is quit small (almost 0) when εacc = 0.01. This is true because smaller εacc

increases the required credibility of a worker (i.e., θ = 1 − εacc) to finish a job
with only one result. Hence, no grouping method requires enough large rate q

to gain such large credibility, while too large q degrades the throughput like in
cases of spot-checking methods. On the other hand, the proposed method works
well even if q = 0 (no spot-checking) since it can gain the credibility of workers
enough by causing check-by-voting in a proactive manner.

4.2.3 Performance for Faulty Fraction f

Figure 7 shows error rate ε and throughput Ns as functions of faulty fraction

f . As f increases, error rates of all methods tends to be large since the numbers
of both saboteurs and incorrect results increase. As shown in Fig. 6 (a), the error
rate of spot-checking method with q = 0.1 can exceed εacc. Although larger q

decreases error rate, it also decreases the throughput as shown in Fig. 7 (b). These
figures show that, for any f , the proposed method shows the best performance
among the methods which guarantee the reliability condition. Although the
actual values of s and f are unknown to the master, the proposed method can
improve the throughput irrespective of the values of s and f , i.e., the behavior
and the number of saboteurs. This very important feature indicates that the
proposed method is applicable to VC systems of various environments.

4.2.4 Performance for Deadline TD

Figure 8 (a) shows error rate as a function of deadline TD. This figure shows
that error rates of spot-checking methods tend to be small as TD becomes larger.
This is true because the number of spot-checking is proportional to TD. As TD

increases, the master allocates more spotter jobs to saboteurs; then saboteurs
are be caught more easily. The error rates of the proposed method and simple
grouping are almost constant for TD since the number of spot-checking (e.g.,
less than 20) is negligibly small compared to the number of check-by-voting (e.g.,
more than 4,000).
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(a) Error-rate ε (b) Throughput Ns

Fig. 7 Error-rate ε and throughput Ns vs. faulty fraction f for εacc = 0.01, s = 0.05, pd = 0 and TD = 100.

(a) Error-rate ε (b) Throughput Ns

Fig. 8 Error-rate ε and throughput Ns vs. deadline TD for εacc = 0.01, s = 0.05, f = 0.35 and pd = 0.

Figure 8 (b) shows the throughput as a function of deadline TD. As TD in-
creases, the throughput tends to be large and it will reach N in each method.
The throughput reaches N = 10,000 around TD = 150 in the proposed method;
that is, all N jobs are finished within 150 time steps. On the other hand, it takes
over TD = 160 in simple grouping or other methods (except for spot-checking

method with q = 0.1). Since spot-checking method with q = 0.1 does not guar-
antee the reliability condition as shown in Fig. 8 (a), it is true that the proposed
method shows the best performance for any TD. This figure also shows that the
proposed method works well even if TD is relatively small, i.e., severe deadline.
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(a) Error-rate ε (b) Throughput Ns

Fig. 9 Throughput Ns and error-rate ε vs. defection rate pd for εacc = 0.01, s = 0.05, f = 0.35 and TD = 150.

4.2.5 Performance for Defection Rate pd

Figure 9 (a) shows error rate as a function of defection rate pd. This figure
clearly shows that, even if q = 0.2, spot-checking method does not guarantee the
reliability condition where pd exceeds 0.3. As pd increases, the error rate of spot-
checking method tends to be large since a saboteur can survive spot-checking
by defecting from the system. This result indicates that, even if q is large, the
spot-checking methods never guarantee the reliability condition since the error
rates of those methods depend on the unknown parameter pd.

Figure 9 (b) shows the throughput as a function of pd. As pd increases, the
throughput of each method decreases since it decreases the number of results
returned from workers. This figure also shows that, for any pd, the proposed
method shows the best performance among the methods which guarantee the
reliability condition.

5. Conclusion

As described in this paper, we propose an adaptive group-based job scheduling
method for credibility-based voting with check-by-voting to improve the through-
put of VC systems, and to achieve high performance and reliable computations
in VC systems. The proposed method dynamically groups workers based on the

expected-credibility to decrease the number of half-finished jobs and to avoid ex-
cess job allocations. Simulation results described herein show that the proposed
method improves the throughput compared to the original no grouping and the
simple grouping methods, irrespective of the value of unknown parameters such
as the population of saboteurs, the sabotage rate, and the defection rate.
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